
Communities Committee Meeting - 13-11-2021
Attendance: DB (Communities Chair, SwD Rep), JN (Local Students’ Rep),
EMe (International Rep), AW (President), KM (VP), LJ (Trans and NB Rep),
ME (Assistant SwD Rep), DM (Assistant WCS Rep)

Apologies:  PA (EM Rep), CH (LGBTQ+ Rep), MA (Assistant LGBTQ+ Rep),
ES (Assistant Int. Rep), JR (Assistant EM Rep)

Absent:

Location: Conference Room

Agenda:

Updates

Motion

Email

AOB

*Minutes Pass*
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Updates

EMe: liaising with other colleges, wanting to do a joint event with them all in a few weeks.
Publicity officer has been sick recently so haven't done much publicity wise

JN: I haven't done a great deal, checking emails, trying to sort out an event

LJ: Been speaking to MK and CH as there is a LGBTQ+ soc and femsoc collab next week -
myself and MK are going to organise what we are talking about at that. Been talking to
welfare about getting drop ins for trans students

DB: Organised a BSL taster session, I am attending JW’s (Vice-Principal) working group on
accessibility and intersectionality. Hoping to do another event soon

ME: I just got elected this week as assistant Swd

DM: Also only elected on monday, been talking to cuths 93% club rep this week though

AW: No working class students rep so will speak to you about what we will do with that

Communities Committee Reform Motion

DB: Bit contentious

AW: Who are the names on it? EMe, JN?

Eme: Mine is on it, put it down as it doesn't really affect me

AW: We requested at govcomm that he split it into two parts. First section is people coming
to exec meetings, second is reports and jcr meetings. We have asked him to resubmit as two
so bear that in mind

JN: I think exec part is fine but the reports section, not so keen

DB: I don't think it does anything, you guys asked about what rep wanted to come to the exec
meeting at around the same time this motion came up

KM: AW and I weren't aware of the motion then - that is just what is normally done

AW: It just wasn't true for the exec meetings last year nor this year, it has never been just one
person who attends the exec meetings all year

DB: Yeah I am happy for it to be anyone

AW: With the reports the description for what the communities chair has to do, it’s wordy and
unnecessary

JN: No one wants meetings or reports to be longer

DB: If it ain’t broke don't fix it, I don't think we need everyone standing up to let people
know who we are

AW: The exec meetings bit is not completely redundant

JN: Think it is an alright idea
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AW: I don't see the reason for multiple delegates, most of what we discuss is pretty mundane,
operational stuff. It doesn't really pertain to your role in a significant way. I don't see why we
need more people there - anyone can come to an exec meeting anyway. There are times when
we vote in exec meetings on contentious issues, if you all came and had a vote it would
outnumber the exec which creates a governance issue. We have a track record of listening to
communities and what you want to do. Last year, it was said representation on the exec is an
issue but the exec is quite a diverse group of people. If you want to say something in an exec
meeting the chair can call upon you to speak rather than this convoluted idea which creates a
lot of logistical problems. The other side of the issue is that it slightly undermines the
comminuites committee, it undermines it as a committee - it implies the only place you can
get things done is the exec committee which is not the case. I ran on reducing exec centrism -
it's a weird mix of people and we should consult the relevant people on relevant issues. I don't
agree with the tone of it

EMe: I agree

DB: Have we addressed both of the issues  - are we concluding that we don't really like either
parts

EMe: Depends on if CH and PA support

AW: Majority of the committee is here - does anyone support this motion or any part of it?

LJ: I don't fully see the point of a motion without much consequence, it seems we have
systems in place that present the options for these things and I agree it does undermine the
committee

EMe: Would be nice if each minority rep reads out their own report

JN: I don't see the point in that

LJ: Do people have the opportunity to speak if you want to

KM: Anyone can submit correspondence - you just send it to me or the chair for the agenda
and you can literally say anything at any jcr meeting

AW: Like right now we are submitting correspondence for the next jcr meeting to talk on the
UCU strikes - if there was an issue you wanted to talk about you don't have to wait you can
just submit correspondence and there is nothing stopping you from doing that

DB: If you as a rep don’t have very high engagement it could be hard standing up and saying
“oh i haven't done much”. I think it's just putting the emphasis on the fact the options is there

AW: I don't agree it should be done but if we are doing it then it should be done in a less
convoluted way

JN: I am not seconding it anymore

AW: If there is the consensus that you all disagree, DB it would be your job to say that we as
a committee weren't fans

DB: I will still message CH and PA to ask if they support it but say the committee was not in
agreement
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Sports and Socs Email

DB: Can this be done? JW gets very poor engagement with the facebook page

AW: I would not do it by email - let me think. I get poor engagement with emails

DB: Do we know when the website change is happening - we could put it where relevant on
the website

AW: Discuss what you actually want while I think

DB: We mentioned we wanted to promote the idea of putting alt texts on insta posts

AW: JW had the idea of a handbook type thing, maybe a pamphlet in vein of what the talk
was about just like here are some key issues to think about. I have been thinking engagement
with sports and socs is really difficult and a short thing like this would help. Normally we
engage with them at the end of the year in third term - if we had a pamphlet put together for
them with inclusivity points and some jcr info about reclaims and going to meetings, that
would sow the seed of how things are run early on

DB: We spoke about signposting us so they could contact us where relevant. We wanted
examples of costumes to check if this is problematic. CH had a lot of issues with language
and making that gender neutral and had loads of examples. This does need to be done at some
point

AW: If you asked people to post things on how many would do it is my worry. There are 40
sports and socs with some of them having teams so it is difficult for JW to keep a pulse on it
to see if people are doing the things we ask

DB: How do people want to do it?

AW: Do both, I email and and post to facebook if I really want to get something out

DB: I can post to the freshers groups

AW: I can put it in my weekly email, get what you want to me

LJ: The points about accessibility and inclusivity are important to get out

AOB

DB: What is the situation with formals?

AW: There are two formals before the end of term - not normal formals though. The first one
is explicitly non themed. Second one is Christmas themed - there is no space in the formal
calendar all year. I suggested the pride formal to them and they seemed keen, there is one slot
in march

EMe: Any updates on TW (Principal) plan to refurbish the dining hall?

AW: They are putting up a projector, they are potentially getting new furniture
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DB: Podcasts - with the facilities review TB has been too busy to get anywhere with the tech,
there was a guy with radio equipment. Are people keen for us to push to buy it or use this
guys?

AW: Use someone else's if its free

DB: We want to record and release episodes of podcasts that we put out over the holidays -
you guys can arrange as and when

KM: I cannot host anymore I’m v v busy

AW: Do a rotating host

AW: How do people feel about the name?

DB: Torn

JN: It works

DB: The ideas we have are shit but I also don't like the name communities committee

DM: I like the alliteration

AW: It is not the best name but no one has any ideas

DB: Not even inclusivity comm?

AW: Narrows the scope of what you do as a committee

LJ: It is not something worth investing a huge amount of time in and the suggested names
don't convey the right things

ME: Lets just passively come up with a name

JN: No one else beyond the reps is going to care that much - everyone knows what
communities is

AW: Welfare comm happened, it was long but it was productive. Some big changes.
Conclusions were that we would have another officer, actually implement minority rep drop
ins, change the way we do training and have a rotation for a drop in once a week with other
colleges
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